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Today manufacturing process simulation (MPS) becomes more and more important. Manufacturing with high performance metals and composite materials is expensive and requires sophisticated tooling and processes. An experienced based tooling and process design followed by a lengthy trial-and-error optimization process is just not contemporary anymore in today's competitive industrial environment (Duhovic, Schommer, Hausmann, Romanenko, & Weber, 2017) . Instead, a tooling design process aided by simulation is used more often. This is in direct correlation with the part design process which is supported by strength and stiffness evaluation simulations.
The shift of the optimization loop from a trial-and-error approach toward a simulation-based optimization within the virtual design phase not only reduces cost and time of tooling development but also increases the variety of feasible optimization options. (compare Figures 1a and 1b) . Different manufacturing concepts can be evaluated and directly compared without the need for expensive and time consuming testing. This enables the tooling designer to select the most appropriate production method based on quantitative data rather than experience alone (Weber & Balvers, 2015) . As a result, the risk of selecting a concept that will not provide sufficient part quality is reduced.
Furthermore, the time for testing and industrialization of the selected manufacturing process will be reduced, because optimization can be done virtually long before the first tooling parts are produced. Changes to the tooling hardware after its manufacture are also reduced to a minimum due to the completely virtual process where only the computer aided engineering (CAE) models are altered rather than the hardware itself. Therefore, the substitution of the experimental trial-and-error optimization loop with a simulation reduces the tooling costs and thereby the nonrecurring costs (NRC) of the complete product development and production process. (Duhovic, Schommer, Hausmann, Romanenko, & Weber, 2017) .
In contrast, the original experience-based tooling design (Figure 1a ) required the production of the molds and the first parts to discover short-comings in the chosen production set-up and the testing of possible optimizations. If problems with the part quality and/or the manufacturing process are discovered at this late stage (point C in Figure 1a ) changes to tooling or manufacturing process are rather limited, since a tooling concept was already selected and expensive hardware produced. Furthermore, changes require a lot of manual rework on the tooling parts, which is rather expensive and time consuming. Therefore, shifting the optimization loop into the virtual tooling design phase (point A in Figure 1b ) is definitely beneficial.
Figure 1. Tooling design process with (b) and without simulation (a)
Such a course of action, however, requires a sophisticated method for predicting the manufacturing outcome and the part quality before the first part is even produced. This is what MPS was developed for. Advanced material characterization and the evolution of finite element analysis (FEA) software tools provide the possibility to analyze the manufacturing process and predict the part quality within the early stages of the tooling development process (Duhovic et al., 2017) . It so enables the tooling designer to analyze different tooling and manufacturing concepts and to select the one best suited for a given part.
MPS provides a lot of benefits for the tooling development but can do even more. It allows a much deeper look into the physics and phenomena behind a certain manufacturing process. Ideas for process or tooling optimization can be tested virtually and their feasibility as well as their profitability evaluated. Providing quantitative data for decision making is one of the major benefits of MPS. This paper presents an overview of two sophisticated simulation techniques already being used in aeronautical (e.g. by Airbus Helicopters), aerospace (ESA's ARIANE 6) and automotive engineering (BMW's 7 Series) (Duhovic et al., 2017) . One of these techniques is sheet metal forming simulation. The sheet metal forming process itself has been employed by the automotive industry for several decades now, but simulating its outcome in advance has not begun before the end of the 20 th century (Makinouchi, 1996) . Metal forming and its simulation are also used in the aeronautical and aerospace industry. Structural aircraft and rocket parts, such as frames, stringers, and cleats are manufactured using metal forming (Raju, Ganesan, & Karthikeyan, 2010) .
Moreover, metal forming in the automotive industry is not just used for structural parts of the car frame but also for exterior blanks. External design parts require a perfect outer shape without wrinkles or scratches since they cannot always be concealed by paint (Kleiner, Geiger, & Klaus, 2003; Jaina, Allina, & Bullb, 1998; Ghouati & Chen, 2006) . The forming process must therefore avoid scratches that may occur due to friction between blank and tooling. Structural parts do not have equally high requirements concerning the surface quality. However, wrinkles in these parts cannot be tolerated either, because they might change the geometry and even the structural properties. For both problems forming simulations offer a solution. Although they are rather complex and often time consuming, they offer many significant advantages that will be summarized in this paper.
It is the authors' intention to show how simulation supports the tooling and process design as well as the industrialization process of the manufacturing concept and thus also the product maturation process. Furthermore, the validity of such simulations, their accuracy, and error approximation will be discussed.
The second MPS closely analyzed in this paper is the simulation of prepreg autoclave manufacturing of composite parts, a manufacturing technique that is well established in the aeronautical sector. Simulating composite manufacturing on an industrial scale began when Airbus, Boeing and Sikorsky decided to develop planes and helicopters consisting of more than 50% composite materials like the Airbus A350XWB, the Airbus Helicopters H160, the Boeing B787 Dreamliner, and the Sikorsky CH-53K (Johnston, 1997; Brauner, 2013 , Lukaszewicz, Ward & Potter, 2011 Sikorsky, 2016; Osborne, 2015) . The superior material properties including corrosion resistance, high specific strength, and fatigue resistance as well as the resulting weight reduction potential are the major reasons for this development (Younossi, Kennedy, & Graser, 2001) . The authors will provide an overview of a typical simulation process necessary to predict the manufacturing outcome for prepreg autoclave production. The basic physical phenomena covered in the simulation will be described briefly and automation methods for an industrial application provided.
Altogether, this paper provides an overview of the capabilities of MPS in the fields of sheet metal forming as well as prepreg autoclave manufacturing of composite parts summarizing the resulting benefits for tooling design and manufacturing engineering. Small case studies provide examples of an efficient application of the simulation on an industrial scale.
State-of-the-Art in Manufacturing Process Simulation

Metal Forming Simulation
Metal forming is an irreversible change of the geometric shape of a thin metal sheet. To create irreversible deformations, the forming process takes place in the plastic regime of the stress-strain-relationship. It uses a punch and a die to stretch and press the metal sheet (so-called blank) into its new form (see Figure 2) .
Figure 2. Sheet metal forming process
Although the process mainly takes place in the plastic regime of the stressstrain-relationship, the elastic regime is affected as well. This leads to spring-back while opening the mold and thereby partly releasing the elastic stress until a new energetically favorable equilibrium is reached by the formed part (Kobayashi et al 1989) . By compensating the spring-back in the tooling design, the difference between as-designed and as-built can be minimized resulting in lower assembly costs (Najafi, Rais-Rohani, & Hammi, 2001 ).
Without process simulation the compensation of punch and die is a time consuming and costly iterative process of producing parts, measuring their spring-back and changing the tooling geometry until a satisfactorily small difference between as-designed and as-built geometry is reached. This costly process can be minimized by applying an accurate spring-back simulation and performing the compensation action virtually through changing just the digital tooling model rather than the physical one.
It is obvious that designing a combination of punch and die cannot be achieved by simply deriving their surfaces from the desired part geometry. As explained in Figure 1 and the Introduction Section of this paper, tooling design can either be done using an experience-based design followed by experimental trialand-error optimization or by incorporating MPS (in this case sheet metal forming simulation) into the design process. MPS, however, requires the application of sophisticated finite element analysis (FEA) techniques starting by applying the correct material model.
An elastic-plastic material behavior has to contain three major aspects to be applicable for a forming simulation (Kobayashi, Oh, & Altan, 1989) . The stressstrain relationship must be described by a yield curve. A yield locus has to indicate at which combinations of stresses yielding occurs, and a hardening rule is required to predict the changes of the yield locus due to hardening.
Since forming takes place in a rather large displacement range, the stressstrain-relationship has to be presented as a true stress-strain curve as shown in Fig The yield locus is usually presented in a 2D principle stress representation (Figure 3 left) . In the simplest case the yield locus is represented by an elliptical shape, when the von Mises yield criterion (relevant for mild steels) or the Tresca yield criterion (relevant for aluminum alloys) is applied. Sheet metal does, however, not act fully isotropically as the von Mises yield criterion assumes. Anisotropy values (R-values) larger than one characterizes typical transverse anisotropy. For those R-values the elliptical shape of the yield locus (von Mises criterion) changes to larger values in the first and third quadrant and to slightly smaller values in the second and fourth quadrant as shown by the rather simple anisotropic Hill '48 material model. More sophisticated models change the shape of the yield locus with multiple parameters to reflect measured behavior of the blank material (Banabic et al., 2008) .
Two major kinds of hardening behavior can be applied to a forming simulation. The first is the isotropic hardening where the yield locus simply expands in all directions during hardening. The second is the kinematic hardening where the yield locus translates in the direction of the hardening. There are two major applications for simulating metal forming processes. The first one is a feasibility study where the overall design of a part is tested. The modelling method of the blank is less complex than for a full-scale process simulation (Maker & Zhu, 2000; Maker & Zhu 2001) . The main focus in this case is to decide whether the part is producible without major defects like cracks or wrinkles (Altan & Tekkaya, 2012) . The main drivers of this simulation are forces of the binder and, if applicable, of the draw beads which control the material flow of the blank (Cao & Boyce, 1993) . Moreover, the blank material might be changed to obtain a more robust design as far as avoiding major defects is concerned. The drawing result is evaluated by means of the forming limit diagram (FLD) in a rather simple way shown for a demonstrator part in Figure 4 . This diagram presents the minor plastic strain vs. the major plastic strain. Multiple limits are defined indicating the risk of defects like thinning, cracks, or wrinkles (Strano & Colosimob, 2006) . For each element of the blank the combination of minor and major plastic strain is determined in the drawing process and can be displayed in the diagram. Commercial software tools, which can be used for the post-processing of the simulation results, are able to display the FLD results directly in the FLD diagram as well as on the mesh of the deformed blank for an easier evaluation of the entire part shown in Figure 4 .
In addition to a simple feasibility study a more complex robustness or sensitivity analysis can be performed by changing multiple parameters in a reasonable range, either in a full factorial experimental design or by other means of experimental design. Typical parameters for this study are material properties like the young's modulus or anisotropy and geometric values such as sheet thickness and positioning of the blank in the tool (Atzema, Abspoel, Kömmelt, & Lambriks, 2009) . Beside the detection of flaws (wrinkles or cracks) the simulation results are suitable for evaluating the thickness distribution and necessary process forces for the punch, binder, and, if applicable, draw beads (Tekkaya, 2000) .
The second major application of the forming simulation is a full-scale springback simulation. It is performed in multiple steps and usually uses a refined modelling method for the blank. In a first step the forming simulation is performed similar to the feasibility study with an explicit time integration method like the central difference method. However, a more complex element formulation leads to a more accurate forming result with the drawback of a much more time-consuming calculation. In addition to the more complex integration scheme, a larger number Cracks Crack Risk
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Wrinkling Tendency Wrinkles of integration planes in thickness direction is employed (Maker & Zhu, 2000; Maker & Zhu, 2001 ). In the second step the actual spring-back simulation is performed with an implicit time integration method to avoid oscillations (Maker & Zhu, 2001) . The simulation enables the user to evaluate the spring-back geometry and additionally more accurate process forces and thickness distributions. While the accuracy of the drawing simulation is considered to be relatively high, the accuracy of the spring-back prediction is driven by the yield locus and Young's modulus and remains a major field of research (Yao, Liu, Du & Hu, 2002) .
Composite Materials Simulation
The most common composite manufacturing method in the aviation industry is the autoclave thermoset pre-impregnated (prepreg) manufacturing (Elkington, Bloom, Ward, Chatzimichali, & Potter, 2015; Weber, Arent, Steffens, Balvers, Duhovic, 2016; Weber & Balvers, 2015) . Prepreg manufacturing enables the production of complex integral parts with high quality and adequate fiber volume fraction such as the Airbus Helicopters H145 Fenestron TM shroud presented in Weber et al. (2016b) . When compared to wet hand lay-up, where the resin is applied by hand during part production, the prepreg material has its resin already applied, thus allowing fast and reproducible lamination with minimal manufacturing scatter and reduced porosity (Johnston, 1997) .
Nevertheless, the autoclave curing and consolidation are rather complex. Heating ramps, exothermic polymerization reaction, resin flow and resulting roving impregnation, consolidation and resulting thickness variations, ply movement, and tool part interaction are the major phenomena that must be considered when analyzing the autoclave curing process. The high level of complexity does not allow analytical studies. Only the application of sophisticated MPS that is capable of capturing the named phenomena enables the prediction of the manufacturing outcome (Dodwell et al., 2014) .
MPS can be used in many different frameworks. First, it may help to improve the manufacturing process (Xie et al., 2012) . Different autoclave cycles can be analyzed to increase part quality by reducing temperature gradients during production or to develop and evaluate solutions for a faster heat-up, which reduces manufacturing times and cost (Xie et al., 2012) . Pressure gradient and magnitude can also be adjusted to aid the consolidation process and to reach the correct part thickness with minimal porosity (Hubert, 1996) . MPS can be used for sensitivity analysis in order to define the optimal autoclave temperature and pressure cycle.
MPS also provides feedback to the part design in regard to feasibility and producibility of a part. A new part design is worthless, if it cannot be produced efficiently. Complex part designs may require sophisticated molds which cannot ensure repeatability of the process outcome, so that the scrap rate might be too high for economic production. Even if the manufacturing process can be stabilized, it is possible that not all quality criteria are met. This is where MPS plays a major role by being able to predict whether the desired quality criteria can be reached. The simulation enables the evaluation of process stability, and case studies reveal how design changes will impact the manufacturing process as well as their influence on feasibility and producibility.
Another major objective of MPS is the optimization of the molds (Weber & Balvers, 2015; Weber et al., 2016b) . Thermal simulations predict the heat-up and temperature homogeneity throughout the curing process (Weber & Balvers, 2015; Weber et al., 2016b) . They reveal hot and cold spots and the best positions for placing thermocouples to control the autoclave and to gather data for quality checks. The simulation may also reveal cold spots resulting from the mold design. Removal of such spots cannot only decrease the manufacturing times but also increase the temperature homogeneity and so have a positive influence on part quality (Johnston, 1997; Svanberg, 2002) .
Another important point is the ability to perform sensitivity analyses and case studies. If different mold concepts are suitable to manufacture the same part, the simulation will provide quantitative data that supports the selection process. A case study is presented later in this paper.
The compaction can also be analyzed to provide important data for mold optimization. When the tool-part-interaction is included in the simulation, the results will show how the thermal expansion of the mold influences the thickness of the part and possible fiber wrinkling due to pressure stresses introduced into the fiber during production. Such information helps to select the best possible material for the autoclave mold. Sometimes the material selection is a trade-off between low fiber wrinkling risk versus smaller process induced deformation (both depending on the thermal expansion of the mold) or fast heat-up versus better temperature homogeneity (influenced by the mold material as well). Thermal and compaction simulation generate the required knowledge for mold optimization and material selection.
The prediction of process induced deformations (PID) is another vital step for the tooling design. If the deformed shape (as-built geometry of the part) is known, it can be compared to the desired part shape (as-designed) and the mold adjusted to compensate for PID (Brauner, 2013 ). This will then be done before the first part is even produced. Older techniques not relying on simulation used statistical data from the first manufactured parts to derive the differences between as-built and asdesigned geometry leading to much higher cost and sometimes even re-design of already existing molds. By means of MPS, PID becomes much more predictable and mold compensation can be accomplished during the virtual design phase of the mold reducing both non-recurring as well as recurring costs.
As already described for the sheet metal forming simulation, the greatest benefit of MPS is the prediction of the manufacturing outcome long before the first part is produced. These capabilities allow an adjustment of the part design, the production process as well as the mold design to ensure stable processes and optimal part quality with the lowest possible manufacturing times and costs (compare Figure 1) .
To cover the complete autoclave cycle and all mentioned phenomena, the simulations are very often split into separate simulation modules run in sequence (Brauner, 2013; Weber & Balvers, 2015) . Figure 5 provides an overview of such a sequential thermomechanical simulation process. As soon as a first digital model (computer aided design -CAD) of a new composite part is available, a tooling concept can be developed and subsequently, MPS may be launched. The first step of such a simulation procedure is always a thermal simulation in order to obtain the temperature and degree of cure distribution. This step is necessary, because the heat-up in the autoclave is often very inhomogeneous and the temperature and degree of cure influence the material behavior of the composite parts as well as the tool-part-interaction (Brauner, 2013; Weber & Balvers, 2015; Weber et al., 2016b ). An adequate representation of the non-linear material behavior during cure is therefore a prerequisite. The applied cure kinetic model as well as the specific heat capacity and the thermal conductivity of the resin (both dependent on the degree of cure and the temperature) play an important role in this type of simulation (Brauner, 2013; Weber & Balvers, 2015; Weber et al., 2016b; Johnston, 1997) .
Even more challenging than the selection of appropriate material representations is the generation of the necessary boundary conditions that represent the heat transfer between autoclave air and tooling or part surface (Weber et al., 2016a; . The major means of heat transfer in an autoclave is forced convection caused by the autoclave airflow (Johnston, 1997) . Forced convection is influenced by the flow speed, the degree of turbulence of the flow as well as temperature and pressure of the flowing air. Since outer tooling shapes and autoclave loading conditions may vary strongly, the autoclave flow and thus the heat transfer between flow and tooling will vary as well (Johnston, 1997) . Johnston (1997) neglects the influence of flow phenomena like stagnation and shadowing and only uses the temperature and pressure dependence of the HTC. As a result, all mold and part surfaces have the same HTC independent of their angle toward the airflow and the loading condition of the autoclave. In order to be able to recognize flow effects as well as the loading condition Xie, Lui, Zhang, and Sunden (2012) use complex computational fluid dynamics (CFD) . They numerically analyze the behavior of the autoclave flow and perform a thermal simulation based on that flow representation. With correct calibration and verification of the thermal simulation against flow measurements in the autoclave, CFD simulations will render accurate results of the heat-up (Xie et al., 2012) . However, the complexity of the simulation and the necessary model set-up limit its applicability on an industrial scale.
A semi-empirical approach for fast boundary condition estimation was developed by Weber, Arent, Münch, Duhovic, and Balvers (2016a) and implemented in a thermochemical simulation in ABAQUS™ to combine high accuracy with low modeling effort. This so-called shift-factor approach tries to incorporate flow effects by simply shifting a measured reference curve to higher or lower HTC values (Weber et al., 2016a) . The reference curve is determined by measuring the HTC progression in the center of an empty autoclave during a complete cycle. The shift factors are determined by measuring the HTC on different mold surfaces and different positions in the autoclave for representative loading conditions. Summarizing this data will provide a catalog of shift factors for a vast variety of flow conditions within the autoclave. The HTC boundary conditions can now be estimated for every single mold surface by comparing its angle toward the flow as well as its position in the autoclave and the current loading condition to the reference cases provided in the boundary condition catalog. In conclusion, the shift factor approach allows a fast model set-up and can even analyze different loading conditions. Its accuracy is slightly lower than that of a CFD simulation but it is easily applicable on an industrial scale (Weber et al., 2016a) .
The second module is very often a compaction module that considers resin flow, consolidation, and mechanical behavior of the fibers in thickness direction. Prepregs are mostly described by means of percolation flow which is governed by Darcy's Law (Dave, Kardos, Dudukovic, 1987; Hubert & Poursartip, 1998; Hubert, 1996) . Darcy's Law requires the knowledge of permeability and viscosity of the liquid resin. Permeability is mainly influenced by the fiber volume fraction, while viscosity depends on the temperature and the degree of cure progression (Dave et al., 1987; Hubert & Poursartip, 1998; Hubert, 1996) . In addition to Darcy's Law, the non-linear elastic behavior of the fiber bed can be described by an equation often referred to as the Gutowski equation (Gutowski et al., 1987) . It describes the exponential increase in stiffness when increasing the fiber volume fraction during consolidation (Gutowski et al., 1987) .
The material behavior is often summarized in the so-called spring-pistonanalogy (see Figure 6 ). When compaction starts, the resin can flow out of the piston, a process governed by permeability and viscosity. The more resin leaves the piston the more the spring (fiber bed) will be deflected. Increasing the compaction of the fiber bed will increase its stiffness. Therefore, more and more load is carried by the fibers and the pressure in the resin decreases until the total load is supported by the fiber bed alone. A detailed explanation of the analogy can be found in Dave et al., (1987) , Hubert & Poursartip, (1998), and Hubert, (1996) . Figure 6 . Spring-Piston-Analogy as seen e. g. in (Dave et al., 1987; Hubert & Poursartip, 1998; Hubert, 1996) As already stated for the thermal simulation, a material characterization is most important for all modules of the MPS in order to achieve accurate simulation results. Implementing the non-linear material behavior into a FE simulation enables the prediction of part thickness, fiber volume fraction, and resin pressure progression even on a local level. However, the simple approach with Darcy's Law and the Gutowski equation is limited to fully saturated prepregs (Hubert, 1996) . More sophisticated methods that expand far beyond the horizon of this paper are necessary to simulate unsaturated prepreg materials.
To enhance the informative capability of the simulation, the tool-part-interaction (friction between mold surfaces and prepreg ply) as well as the interlaminar friction between the plies can be added to it. This can be done by means of shear layers (Johnston, 1997) or standard FE contact formulations as provided for example by ABAQUS™. The elements of the shear layers enable a high shear deformation in the contact zone to approximate the relative movement between mold surface and plies. The contact formulations rely on friction coefficients and shear limits to provide interface shear forces and a relative movement between mold surface and first ply without unrealistic shear deformation in the interface element layer (shear layer) (Özsoy, Ersoy, & Wisnom, 2007 The friction interaction between mold surface and plies is rather complex, since it is not a pure Coulomb friction but combines Coulomb and hydrodynamic friction depending on temperature, viscosity and degree of compaction (Weber, Tellis, & Duhovic, 2016c) . However, the information content makes the experimental characterization of the friction phenomena and their implementation into the simulation worthwhile. Especially, when tooling design optimization is a major goal, the tool-part-interaction should be included in the MPS. Thermal expansion of the mold as well as its mechanical interaction with the prepreg (movement of mold parts during consolidation) will influence final part thickness, fiber volume fraction distribution, and dimensional accuracy. If the tool-part-interaction is included in the simulation, these influences can be predicted and accounted for during tooling optimization. Furthermore, the fiber wrinkling risk due to consolidation over convex radii may be evaluated, when interlaminar friction is considered as well (Dodwell et al., 2014) .
The final module of the simulation will provide the part's geometric deformation during curing. As shown by Svanberg (2002) , the curing of thermoset material results in so-called process induced deformations (PID). They can be in the range of up to several millimeters depending on part size, material, laminate layup, curing process, and tooling material (Svanberg, 2002) . A lot of different techniques may be employed to predict PID ranging from stand-alone phenomenological approaches up to a full MPS using thermal and compaction simulation in advance to cover all previously mentioned aspects (Johnston, 1997) . Due to the complexity and large variety of different methods it is outside the scope of this paper to provide explanations for all of them. Interested readers should refer to Johnston (1997) , Svanberg (2002) , and Brauner (2013) for further information.
Simulation on an Industrial Scale
Metal Forming Simulation
In order to use a forming simulation on an industrial scale a compromise between accuracy and time consumption must be found. Depending on the stage of the design process, different levels of accuracy might be appropriate. In an early concept study low accuracy can be accepted in order to have a fast simulation that allows sensitivity analysis and concept studies. When the simulation is used for a final process or mold qualification, the most accurate approach should be selected, even if it increases the simulation time significantly.
Independent of the chosen approach, forming simulation usually follows the real process and models the simulation steps in direct correlation to the production process (compare Figure 7) . In order to apply the available simulation capabilities efficiently on an industrial scale, explicit and implicit integration schemes are used in combination (Maker & Zhu, 2000; Maker, & Zhu. 2001) . Highly non-linear forming or cutting steps with large deformations are simulated with explicit time integration, whereas the more linear ones for spring-back prediction make use of implicit time integration (Maker & Zhu, 2000; Maker & Zhu. 2001) . 
Opening 3.4. Final Part
Each simulation step leads to a deformed blank mesh with a thickness distribution and corresponding hardening values. Analyzing those results helps to optimize the manufacturing process and the mold. Additionally, thickness and hardening values may be transferred to structural simulations in order to justify product functions related to elasticity and strength. Even crash simulations in the automotive sector can benefit from the process simulation results. Accurate forming simulation results can also be used to determine the as-built geometry. Compensation actions to reduce the deviation between as-built and as-designed shape can be tested virtually, as a result avoiding costly physical tests and re-work loops (compare Figure 1) .
In order to compare thickness and spring-back values (simulation to simulation or simulation to measurement) for an entire part, the post processing tool must be able to detect which points of the different results belong together. One option is to resort to a run-length approach, assuming the different spring back results are only caused by the elastic portion of strain. In this manner, multiple data sets related to the position (e.g. thickness and yield values) are collected, compared, and used to evaluate different approaches to derive the optimal compensation action (Najafi et. al., 2001 ). Spring-in angles and thickness distributions are thus derived and compared quickly without intensive manual post-processing.
Such a software tool is especially useful for performing sensitivity analyses and parameter studies on an industrial scale, since it allows a fast and automated evaluation of the simulation results. Changes in mold shape as well as draw bead shape and positioning can be evaluated to reduce spring-in and to optimize the overall manufacturing outcome in terms of thickness variations, for example. Apart from adjusting the tooling geometry, manufacturing parameters (binder forces, forming speed, etc.) can also be optimized by comparing the as-designed shape to the as-built parts by means of the described software tool.
In addition to comparing just one model to another, several simulations and measurements enable the evaluation of the process and/or simulation robustness by the value of scatter. Such a tool can therefore also be used to optimize the simulation accuracy itself or to verify a simulation by comparing simulation results to measured results.
In total, a post-processing tool is a real asset for improving part quality as well as the reduction of manufacturing costs by decreasing physical improvement loops of the tooling shape and by minimizing test runs in order to find the optimal parameter set for manufacturing.
Composite Materials Simulation
As already mentioned in reference to the metal forming simulation, the application of MPS on an industrial scale is always a compromise between accuracy and time consumption. The most important aspect is that all predictions made by the MPS are reliable and reproducible. The metal forming simulation already showed that deviations between simulation and measurement are to be expected. However, only simulations that yield results close to reality will help improve autoclave manufacturing. Sufficient accuracy can be assured by rigorous testing and validation of the simulation as performed in the second part of the sheet metal forming simulation case study and for example by Weber et al. (2016a Weber et al. ( & 2016b who tested their shift factor approach for thermal simulation on different levels of complexity. Reliability of the simulation can only be guaranteed after comparing simulation results to a lot of test data generated under realistic manufacturing conditions and covering all possible deviations from the standard process.
When reliability is ensured, the simulation has to become efficient. For the metal forming simulation the authors improved post-processing, whereas for the composite manufacturing simulation the focus is on optimizing pre-processing. Model set-up times (geometry simplification, meshing, application of boundary conditions, etc.) as well as solution times of the ABAQUS TM solver must be reduced to a minimum to gain viable knowledge with minimal effort.
If the complete development time of an autoclave mold is only six weeks, the numerical analysis of its heat-up should not take two months. The simulation would be useless for an industrial application. Consequently, the simulation has to become as simple as possible without sacrificing its accuracy and automation of the model set-up should be applied wherever possible. Figure 8 shows how two automation scripts may be applied to reduce the effort for model set-up. Tasks like creating material representations and entering the necessary parameters as well as the insertion and combination of the meshed parts to an assembly can be automated. After defining the mold surfaces with different heat transfer coefficients, the correct boundary conditions can also be applied automatically by means of an additional Python script. Property (12) Assembly (5) Step (3) Interaction (23) Load ( time without sacrificing accuracy. If accuracy is lost by using an automated meshing resulting in lower-than-standard element qualities, it should not be allowed andre-work on the mesh has to be done. Nevertheless, this approach enables a suitable reduction in meshing time.
Reduction in calculation time of the FE-solver can be achieved by generating either a coarser mesh or a reduced number of integration points, if a shell mesh is used, for example. As stated before, the reliability and accuracy of the simulation should not be impacted by the time reduction. As a consequence, it must be verified that a coarse mesh will not lead to any loss in accuracy and limits for maximum element sizes should be defined.
Sensitivity analyses performed by the authors revealed that one integration point over the thickness of a ply or a thin-walled mold section provides sufficient accuracy for thermal simulation. The maximum simulation error increases from 8.2% to 8.4% while the calculation time is reduced by a factor of 2.5. The maximum element size was increased from 5 mm to 20 mm reducing the solution time by an additional factor of 4.0 and increasing the maximum error from 8.4% to 8.5% in the examples. Altogether a reduction in working time (model set-up plus solution time) to approximately 35% of its original duration can be achieved through the use of all the named methods. In terms of accuracy, the overall maximum error increased from 8.2% to 8.5% and remains well below the limit of 10%, which can be considered adequate when taking material non-linearity into account.
The following case study shows an example of the application of the industrialized simulation approach. A thermal evaluation of two different mold concepts is performed with the goal of selecting the most suitable mold design for a fast and homogeneous heat-up.
Case Studies
Metal Forming Simulation
As a first step, a feasibility study was performed to determine the manufacturability of a demonstrator part made of DC04 mild steel. Due to the complex shape of the final part with undercuts it has to be formed in multiple steps according to Figure 7 . Several blank designs were tested to locate critical areas in the part during the manufacturing process. The evaluation results are presented in Figure  10 . Since the outer flange is trimmed in the following step (step 2.1 or OP20) this region is of minor importance. Nevertheless, there are wrinkling problems in the upper flange and on the vertical edge shown by blue and purple colors. There is also a position prone to cracks on the right-hand side of the part in Option A indicated by the red color (circle in Figure 10A ). By changing the binder force and the blank geometry iteratively an improvement can be achieved as shown in Figure 10B . The crack is reduced to an area of severe thinning (changed color from red to orange).
Further simulations revealed that only the application of draw bead can avoid cracks and severe thinning in that area. Nevertheless, the wrinkling tendency in flange and vertical edge area increased from option A to B and remain almost unchanged from B to C (Figure 10 ). In conclusion, this part cannot be manufactured in one fraction. It was therefore decided to manufacture only the central part shown in Figure 11 and to attach the outer portions in a following assembly step or redesign the surrounding parts accordingly. In this particular case the feasibility study showed that even an optimized production process and mold will not be sufficient to manufacture a part which satisfies quality requirements. This simulation study thereby avoided a costly trial-and-error process that would ultimately have come to the same conclusion. In order to assess the accuracy of the simulation and to provide an estimation of possible deviations from reality, the developed software tool was used to compare the accuracy of several material models and tooling representations. The DC04 mild steel material of the demonstrator was originally qualified for a Hill '48 yield criterion that is used as a special case of the Barlat '89 yield criterion (Baiker, Helm, 2012) . Three simpler material models can be derived from the qualified one and are shown in Table 1 . Furthermore, two different tooling representations were compared. The first representation was an as-designed shape of punch binder and die. The second was a measured geometry after grinding the surface. Each tooling representation was combined with each material model leading to eight different simulations which were compared to the mean of seven manufactured parts.
For a fast evaluation of the simulation accuracy, averaged values for the error in thickness distribution were calculated by means of the previously described software tool. The comparison of spring-back angles was done separately for each relevant angle. The results discussed here are derived from the spring-back step after cutting the part (OP25 in Figure 7 ). None of the material models show a significant influence on the thickness prediction accuracy. Every combination of material model and tooling representation results in an overestimation of thickness of approximately 8% above the mean of the measured parts. The 8% deviation of the thickness corresponds to approximately three standard deviations of the measured data set from seven parts. Therefore, the deviation in thickness prediction is not a result of measurement scatter but of systematic simulation error.
A best fit of the mean measured geometry and the simulation results is performed to compare the geometrical deviations of simulation and measurement. Then several section cuts are created and compared automatically by means of the post-processing software tool previously described. The mean distance between simulation and measurement is 1.6 mm. MAT 36_i in combination with the measured tooling geometry results in the smallest error of 1.4 mm, whereas MAT 37 applied together with an as-designed tooling shape result in the maximum error encountered (1.8 mm).
In Figure 13 , the propagation of the spring-back angle is displayed exemplarily for one of the curved flanges. The spring-back angles for the ideal tooling geometry show a much larger discrepancy to the measured result (approximately 3°) than the simulation results attained with a measured tooling surface (approximately 1,2°). Beside the improvement of the discrepancy, the application of the measured tooling geometry within the simulation reduces the scatter between the different material models to 1° from a maximum of 2°. However, when the MPS is used in a predictive manner, a measured tooling surface is not available. So, extra care must be taken in the selection of the material model for such predictive simulations. Figure 13 . Spring-back angle result for a curved flange using different material models in combination with an ideal tooling geometry (ideal) and a measured tooling geometry (real) In summary, the case study provides a first impression of how MPS can be applied in an industrial environment. The feasibility study shows how the simulation supports tooling and process design (parameter studies, comparison of manufacturing concepts) and how costs can be avoided by checking the producibility before selecting a manufacturing concept. The second part of the case study presents the advantages and capabilities of a software tool for evaluating thickness and spring-in angles in an easy and automated way. The gained results provide a first estimate of the achievable simulation accuracy and show the importance of the correct selection and characterization of the material model.
Composite Materials Simulation
Two different mold designs may be suitable for the production of the same approximately z-shaped prepreg composite part. Figure 14 shows the two mold concepts at a development stage that would normally call for a conceptual design review. The conceptual design review is the latest possible milestone during a mold development for selecting the optimal production concept. Before MPS was available the tooling designer made his/her decision based solely on experience. With the application of MPS the decision making can be based on quantitative data instead of relying on experience alone (compare Figure 1) . Both molds are made of invar (FeNi36), which has a very low thermal expansion coefficient that is advantageous for the production of composite parts (reduction of PID). Mold A is normally preferred by the tooling designer, because the shape giving elements (cores on top of the base plate) are separated from the base plate containing all the auxiliary attachments like handling rods, vacuum lines, and thermocouple connectors. This design even allows the splitting of core elements and enables fast mold re-work by just replacing core elements without the need to remove the mold from the production environment. It has, however, major disadvantages concerning heat-up. The separation of core and base plate leads to a socalled "thermos flask". To reduce the weight of the core element and enable easier handling, the core element is hollowed out. Since the complete core is included in the vacuumed volume, the hollow portions of the core will be evacuated limiting the heat transfer between base plate and core to its small ribs (Figure 15 ). The thermos flasks can be avoided by altering the mold design. Instead of using a flat base plate with separated cores on top, the shape of the part can be modeled into the base plate without the need for any core elements at all ( Figure  14b ). This results in a thin-walled mold without any thermos flasks or unnecessary thermal mass. The complete mold has approximately the same wall thickness, which has a positive influence on temperature homogeneity. It can be assumed that mold B will have a faster and more homogeneous heat-up.
However, the improved heat-up comes with some short-comings for the production. Since shape-giving elements and base plate are the same, all handling devices and connectors are attached to the shape-giving element. Furthermore, the mold must be made as one piece to ensure vacuum tightness. As a result, changes to the mold can only be made by removing it from the production line and bringing it into the tooling shop. The question arises whether it is worthwhile to sacrifice fast and cheap changeability of mold A in favor of mold B. Only if mold B has a significantly improved thermal behavior, will it be selected. Since the tooling designer has no way of quantifying the improvements provided by mold B, the selection will most definitely fall on mold A. This is where MPS comes into play. A thermal simulation of both molds applying the same boundary conditions will provide quantitative data about the possible improvements.
The finite element model for the thermal MPS is created in ABAQUS™ using the automation scripts mentioned before. The complete model set-up time for mold A is two hours plus three hours for meshing. The mesh mainly consists of first order volume elements (DC3D8) with 10 mm edge length for mold and composite part. Only the handling rods consist of shell elements (DS4) with the same edge length because of their small wall thickness (4 mm). In this case it is assumed that the mold is placed alone and in a central position within the autoclave. As a result, only stagnation and shadowing effects of the mold itself (intra-part shadowing) play any role, while autoclave loading conditions and shadowing produced by surrounding molds (inter-part shadowing) can be neglected (compare also Weber et al., 2016b ). An example of the surface selection and the respective HTC distribution on the mold surfaces is provided in Figure 16 . The selection of the surfaces and the parameters for the HTC boundary conditions is explained in detail by Weber et al. (2016b) .
Material data, autoclave temperature progression, HTC reference curve, etc. are entered into ABAQUS TM automatically by the aforementioned python scripts. Since the mold consists of separate parts, thermal interactions must be generated between those parts. As shown by Abdelal, Robotham & Cantwell (2013) , ideal thermal conductivity will yield very good results and can be achieved in ABAQUS™ by means of tied contacts. A detailed description of the model set-up, material modelling, boundary conditions, and all necessary parameters can be found in Weber & Balvers (2015) and Weber et al. (2016a & b) . Figure 17 shows an overview of the simulation results. The temperature curves given in the diagrams are the autoclave air temperature (black-dotted) as provided by the autoclave during the manufacturing process, the temperature progression of the hottest point of the composite part (solid red), the coldest spot of the part (green-dashed) and the difference between those two (blue-dash-dotted) as a measure for the temperature inhomogeneity. The diagram of mold B reveals that the coldest point of the composite part reaches the desired temperature of 175°C (minimal curing temperature) approx. 9% faster than the part manufactured on mold A. The improvement of mold B compared to mold A is even more distinct, when temperature inhomogeneity is considered. Mold A shows a maximum difference between hottest and coldest spot of the composite part of approximately 44°C, while mold B only exhibits an 18°C difference resulting in a reduction of temperature inhomogeneity by 58%. design and tooling changes by simply replacing the core elements rather than producing a completely new mold. A mold with the thermal behavior of mold B and the changeability of mold A would certainly be the best solution. Figure 18 shows the comparison of three different flow directions for mold A compared to the heatup of mold B. Changing the flow direction only has a minimal effect on mold A. Furthermore, the originally chosen flow direction is one of the best possible for mold A. No further improvements can therefore be reached by altering the autoclave conditions alone. Mold B, the same as mold A, is made of invar. Invar is most often chosen because of its low thermal expansion coefficient which reduces PID significantly. Assuming PID is going to be predicted using MPS and will be compensated by adjusting the mold surfaces to the as-built geometry rather than the as-designed geometry it might be possible to change the mold material from invar to steel. This would not only reduce the tooling costs but could also further improve the heat-up. Since a PID simulation is rather expensive and time consuming, it should be examined beforehand, whether a change in tooling material could yield a significantly improved thermal behavior. Figure 19 reveals that a steel mold will further reduce heat-up times (reduced heat-up to 175°C by approx. 6%) and improve the temperature homogeneity (reduced temperature difference between hot and cold spot by 4°C). The combination of thermal optimization and PID prediction with MPS will therefore yield a total reduction of 15% in manufacturing times and an improvement of temperature homogeneity by 66% (from 44°C to 15°C) comparing the original mold A (invar) to the fully improved mold B (steel). The case study presented here provides evidence of the great advantages of applying MPS on an industrial scale. MPS allows decision making based on quantitative data rather than experience. Tooling optimization within the virtual design phase of the mold is enabled and even the optimal position or orientation within the autoclave can be determined without a lengthy experimental study.
Summary and Conclusion
In summary, this paper provides an overview of sheet metal forming simulation and autoclave manufacturing simulation for composite parts. The basic simulation knowledge including model set-up and material characteristics as well as boundary condition requirements are briefly explained and summarized. The Stateof-the-Art section not only explains the simulations and the physical phenomena involved but also presents the information generated for tooling and process optimization as well as the benefits arising from their application.
The second part of the paper explains methods to enable an application of the complex simulation processes on an industrial scale. In the area of metal forming post-processing is optimized by the introduction of a newly developed softwaretool for fast and automated comparison of different simulation results with each other or experiments. The composite manufacturing simulation is optimized by means of automated pre-processing and simplified meshing. Finally, two case studies provide relevant examples for the application of MPS on an industrial scale.
The case study on the sheet metal forming simulation shows how a feasibility study is performed to assess the producibility of a complex part. The case study for the autoclave manufacturing of composite parts demonstrates tooling concept selection and optimization within the virtual design phase with the goal of reducing expensive trial-and-error experiments to almost zero.
The simulation overview, the improvements presented, and especially the case studies provide significant knowledge on how MPS can support manufacturing process development and tooling design. Enabling the prediction of manufacturing outcome and quality within the virtual design phase of the product development process is the main and major benefit of MPS. It supports the improvement of part design, manufacturing processes as well as tooling design while at the same time significantly reducing NRC by avoiding costly experimental studies and time consuming tooling re-work. The authors of this paper highly recommend the use of MPS within the product development process.
